
Why Is Modal LogicSo Robustly Decidable?Moshe Y. Vardi�Department of Computer ScienceRice UniversityHouston, TX 77005-1892E-mail: vardi@cs.rice.eduURL: http://www.cs.rice.edu/�vardi1 IntroductionModal logic, the logic of necessity and possibility, of \must be" and \may be", was dis-cussed by several authors in ancient times, notably by Aristotle in De Interpretationeand Prior Analytics, as well as by medieval logicians. Like most work before the modernperiod, it was nonsymbolic and not particularly systematic in approach. The �rst sym-bolic and systematic approach to the subject appears to be the work of Lewis, beginningin 1912 and culminating in the book Symbolic Logic with Langford [LL59]. Proposi-tional modal logic is obtained from propositional logic by adding a modal connective2, i.e., if � is a formula, then 2� is also a formula. Intuitively, 2� asserts that �is necessarily true. Dually, :2:�, abbreviated as 3�, asserts that � is possibly true.Modal logic has many applications, due to the fact that the notions of necessity andpossibility can be given many concrete interpretations. For example, \necessarily" canmean \according to the laws of physics", or \according to my knowledge", or even \afterthe program terminates". In the last 20 years modal logic has been applied to numerousareas of computer science, including arti�cial intelligence [BLMS94, MH69], program ver-i�cation [CES86, Pra76, Pnu77], hardware veri�cation [Boc82, RS83], database theory[CCF82, Lip77], and distributed computing [BAN88, HM90].The standard semantics for modal logic is based on the possible-worlds approach,originally proposed by Carnap [Car46, Car47]. Possible-worlds semantics was furtherdeveloped independently by several researchers, including [Bay58, Hin57, Hin61, Kan57,�The research reported here was conducted while the author was visiting DIMACS and Bell Labora-tories as part of the DIMACS Special Year on Logic and Algorithm.1



Kri59, Mer56, Mon60, Pri62], reaching its current form with Kripke [Kri63], which ex-plains why the mathematical structures that capture the possible-worlds approach arecalled Kripke structures. The intuitive idea behind the possible-worlds model is thatbesides the true state of a�airs, there are a number of other possible states of a�airs, or\worlds". Necessity then means truth in all possible worlds. For example, an agent maybe walking on the streets in San Francisco on a sunny day but may have no informationat all about the weather in London. Thus, in all the worlds that the agent considerspossible, it is sunny in San Francisco. On the other hand, since the agent has no infor-mation about the weather in London, there are worlds he considers possible in which itis sunny in London, and others in which it is raining in London. Thus, this agent knowsthat it is sunny in San Francisco, but he does not know whether it is sunny in London.Intuitively, if an agent considers fewer worlds possible, then he has less uncertainty, andmore knowledge. If the agent acquires additional information|such as hearing from areliable source that it is currently sunny in London|then he would no longer considerpossible any of the worlds in which it is raining in London.There are two main computational problems associated with modal logic. The �rstproblem is checking if a given formula is true in a given state of a given Kripke structure.This problem is known as the model-checking problem. The second problem is checkingif a given formula is true in all states of all Kripke structures. This problem is knownas the validity problem. Both problems are decidable. The model-checking problemcan be solved in linear time, while the validity problem is PSPACE-complete. This israther surprising when one considers the fact that modal logic, in spite of its apparentpropositional syntax, is essentially a �rst-order logic, since the necessity and possibilitymodalities quantify over the set of possible worlds, and model checking and validity for�rst-order logic are computationally hard problems. Furthermore, the undecidabilityof �rst-order logic is very robust. Only very restricted fragments of �rst-order logicare decidable, and these fragments are typically de�ned in terms of bounded quanti�eralternation [DG79, Lew79]. The ability, however, to have arbitrary nesting of modalitiesin modal logic means that it does not correspond to a fragment of �rst-order logic withbounded quanti�er alternation. Why, then, is modal logic so robustly decidable?To answer this question, we have to take a close look at modal logic as a fragment of�rst-order logic. A careful examination reveals that propositional modal logic can in factbe viewed as a fragment of 2-variable �rst-order logic [Gab71, Ben91]. This fragment,denoted FO2, is obtained by restricting the formulas to refer to only two individualvariables. It turns out that this fragment is computationally much more tractable thanfull �rst-order logic, which provides some explanation for the tractability of modal logic.Upon a deep examination, however, we discover that this explanation is not toosatisfactory. The tractability of modal logic is quite robust and survives, for example,under various epistemic assumptions, which cannot be explained by the relationship toFO2. To deepen the puzzle we consider an extension of modal logic, called computation-tree logic, or CTL [CE81]). This logic is also quite tractable, even though it is not evena �rst-order logic. We show that it can be viewed as a fragment of 2-variable �xpoint2



logic, denoted FP 2, but the latter does not enjoy the nice computational properties ofFO2. We conclude by showing that the decidability of CTL can be explained by theso-called tree-model property, which is enjoyed by CTL but not by FP 2. We show howthe tree-model property leads to automata-based decision procedures.2 Modal LogicWe wish to reason about worlds that can be described in terms of a nonempty �nite set �of propositional constants, typically labeled p; p0; q; q0; : : :. These propositional constantsstand for basic facts about the world such as \it is sunny in San Francisco" or \Alicehas mud on her forehead". We can now describe the set of modal formulas. We startwith the propositional constants in � and form more complicated formulas by closing o�under negation, conjunction, and the modal connective2. Thus, if ' and  are formulas,then so are :', ('^  ), and 2'. For the sake of readability, we omit the parentheses informulas such as (� ^  ) whenever it does not lead to confusion. We also use standardabbreviations from propositional logic, such as ' _  for :(:' ^ : ), and ' !  for:' _  . We take true to be an abbreviation for some �xed propositional tautology suchas p_:p, and take false to be an abbreviation for :true. Also, we view possibility as thedual of necessity, and use 3� to abbreviate :2:�. Intuitively, � is possible if :� is notnecessary. We can express quite complicated statements in a straightforward way usingthis language. For example, the formula 232p says that it is necessarily the case thatpossibly p is necessarily true.Now that we have described the syntax of our language (that is, the set of well-formedformulas), we need semantics, that is, a formal model that we can use to determinewhether a given formula is true or false. We formalize the semantics in terms of Kripkestructures. A Kripke structure M is a tuple (S; �;R), where S is a set of states (orpossible worlds), � : �! 2S is an interpretation that associates with each propositionalconstant in � a set of states in S, and R is a binary relation on S, that is, a set of pairsof elements of S.The interpretation �(p) tells us at which state a propositional constant p is true; theintuition is that �(p) is the set of states in which p holds. Thus, if p denotes the fact \itis raining in San Francisco", then s 2 �(p) captures the situation in which it is rainingin San Francisco in the state s of the structure M . The binary relation R is intended tocapture the possibility relation: (s; t) 2 R if the state t is possible given the informationin the state s. We think of R as a possibility relation, since it de�nes what states areconsidered possible in any given state.We now de�ne what it means for a formula to be true at a given state in a structure.Note that truth depends on the state as well as the structure. It is quite possible thata formula is true in one state and false in another. For example, in one state an agentmay know it is sunny in San Francisco, while in another he may not. To capture this, wede�ne the notion (M;s) j= ', which can be read as \' is true at (M;s)" or \' holds at3



(M;s)" or \(M;s) satis�es '". We de�ne the j= relation by induction on the structureof '.The interpretation � gives us the information we need to deal with the base case,where � is a propositional constant:(M;s) j= p (for a propositional constant p 2 �) if s 2 �(p).For conjunctions and negations, we follow the standard treatment from propositionallogic; a conjunction  ^  0 is true exactly if both of the conjuncts  and  0 are true,while a negated formula : is true exactly if  is not true:(M;s) j=  ^  0 if (M;s) j=  and (M;s) j=  0(M;s) j= : if (M;s) 6j=  .Finally, we have to deal with formulas of the form 2 . Here we try to capture theintuition that  is necessarily true in state s of structure M exactly if  is true at allstates that are possible in s. Formally, we have(M;s) j= 2 if (M; t) j=  for all t such that (s; t) 2 R.Note that the semantics of 3 follows from the semantics of 2 and ::(M;s) j= 3 if (M; t) j=  for some t such that (s; t) 2 R.One of the advantages of a Kripke structure is that it can be viewed as a labeledgraph, that is, a set of labeled nodes connected by directed edges. The nodes are thestates of S; the label of state s 2 S describes which propositional constants are true andfalse at s. The edges are the pairs in R; an edge from s to t says that t is possible at s.These de�nitions are perhaps best illustrated by a simple example.Suppose � = fp; qg, so that our language has two propositional constants p and q.Further suppose thatM = (S; �;R), where S = fu; v; wg, p is true precisely at the statesu and w, q is true precisely at the state u, and both v and w are possible precisely at uand v. This situation can be captured by the graph in Figure 1.Note that we have (M;v) j= :q and (M;w) j= :q, as q holds only in the state u. Itfollows that (M;v) j= 2:q, since :q holds in all states possible at v. Also, (M;w) j= 2:q,since no state is possible at w. It follows that (M;u) j= 22:q, since 2:q holds in allstates possible at u.How hard it is to check if a given formula is true in a given state of a given Kripkestructure? This problem is known as the model-checking problem. There is no generalprocedure for doing model checking in an in�nite Kripke structure. Indeed, it is clearlynot possible to represent arbitrary in�nite structures e�ectively. On the other hand, in�nite Kripke structures, model checking is relatively straightforward. Given a formula �,de�ne j�j, the length of �, as the number of symbols in �. Given a �nite Kripke structureM = (S; �;R), de�ne jjM jj, the size of M , to be the sum of the number of states in Sand the number of pairs in R. 4
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u vwFigure 1: The Kripke structure MProposition 2.1: [CE81] There is an algorithm that, given a �nite Kripke structureM , a state s of M , and a modal formula �, determines whether (M;s) j= � in timeO(jjM jj � j�j).Proof: Let �1; : : : ; �m be the subformulas of �, listed in order of length, with ties brokenarbitrarily. Thus we have �m = �, and if �i is a subformula of �j, then i < j. Thereare at most j�j subformulas of �, so we must have m � j�j. An easy induction on kshows that we can label each state s in M with �j or :�j , for j = 1; : : : ; k, dependingon whether or not �j is true at s, in time O(kjjM jj). The only nontrivial case is if �k+1is of the form 2�j , where j < k + 1. We label a state s with 2�j i� each state t suchthat (s; t) 2 R is labeled with �j. Assuming inductively that each state has already beenlabeled with �j or :�j, this step can clearly be carried out in time O(jjM jj), as desired.Thus, over �nite structures model checking is quite easy algorithmically.We say that a formula � is satis�able in a Kripke structure M if (M;u) j= � for somestate u of M . We say that � is satis�able if it is satis�able in some Kripke structure. Wesay that a formula � is valid in a Kripke structure M , denotedM j= �, if (M;u) j= � forall states u of M . We say that � is valid if it is valid in all Kripke structures. It is easyto see that � is valid i� :� is unsatis�able. The set of valid formulas can be viewed as acharacterization of the logical properties of necessity (and possibility). (At this point weare considering validity over all Kripke structure, both �nite and in�nite. We will comeback to this point later.)We describe two approaches to this characterization. The �rst approach is proof-theoretic: we show that all the properties of necessity can be formally derived from a5



short list of basic properties. The second approach is algorithmic: we study algorithmsthat recognize properties of necessity and we consider the computational complexity ofrecognizing these properties.We start by listing some basic properties of necessity.Theorem 2.2: For all formulas �; and Kripke structures M :(a) if � is an instance of a propositional tautology, then M j= �,(b) if M j= � and M j= �!  then M j=  ,(c) M j= (2� ^2(�!  ))! 2 ,(d) if M j= � then M j= 2�.We now show that in a precise sense the properties described in Theorem 2.2 com-pletely characterize all properties of necessity. To do so, we have to consider the notion ofprovability in an axiom system AX, which consists of a collection of axioms and inferencerules.Consider the following axiom system K, which consists of the two axioms and twoinference rules given below:A1. All tautologies of propositional calculusA2. (2� ^2(�!  ))! 2 (Distribution Axiom)R1. From � and �!  infer  (Modus ponens)R2. From � infer 2� (Generalization)Theorem 2.3: [Kri63] K is a sound and complete axiom system.While Theorem 2.3 does o�er a characterization of the set of valid formulas, it is notconstructive as it gives no indication of how to tell whether a given formula is indeedprovable in K. We now present results showing that the question of whether a formulais valid is decidable; that is, there is an algorithm that, given as input a formula �, willdecide whether � is valid. An algorithm that recognizes valid formulas can be viewed asanother characterization of the properties of necessity, one that is complementary to thecharacterization in terms of a sound and complete axiom system.Our �rst step is to show that if a formula is satis�able, not only is it satis�able insome structure, but in fact it is also satis�able in a �nite structure of bounded size.(This property is called the bounded-model property. It is stronger than the �nite-modelproperty, called �nite controllability in [DG79], which asserts that if a formula is satis�ablethen it is satis�able in a �nite structure. Note that the �nite-model property for implies6



that � is valid in all Kripke structures if and only if it is valid in all �nite Kripkestructures. Thus, validity and �nite validity coincide. This property entails decidabilityof validity for modal logic even without the bounded-model property, since it impliesthat satis�ability is recursively enumerable, and we already know from Theorem 2.3 thatvalidity is recursively enumerable.)Theorem 2.4: [FL79a] If a modal formula � is satis�able, then � is satis�able in aKripke structure with at most 2j�j states.From Theorem 2.4, we can get an e�ective (although not particularly e�cient) pro-cedure for checking if a formula � is valid (i.e., whether :� is not satis�able). We simplyconstruct all Kripke structures with 2j�j states (the number of such structures is �nite,albeit very large), and then check if � is true at each state of each of these structures.The latter check is done using the model-checking algorithm of Proposition 2.1. If � istrue at each state of each of these structures, then clearly � is valid.Precisely how hard is the problem of determining validity? We now o�er an answerto this question. We characterize the \inherent di�culty" of the problem in terms ofcomputational complexity.Theorem 2.5: [Lad77] The validity problem for modal logic is PSPACE-complete.Note that the upper bound is much better than the upper bound that follows fromTheorem 2.4.3 Modal Logic vs. First-Order LogicThe modal logic discussed in Section 2 is propositional, since every state is labeled by atruth assignment to the propositional constants. (Indeed, the modal logic that we pre-sented is often called propositional modal logic, to distinguish it from �rst-order modallogic, in which every state is labeled by a relational structure [Gar77, HC68].) Neverthe-less, modal logic is more accurately viewed as a fragment of �rst-order logic. Intuitively,the states in a Kripke structure correspond to domain elements in a relational struc-tures, and modalities are nothing but a limited form of quanti�ers. We now describe thisconnection in more detail.Given a set � of propositional constants, let the vocabulary �� consist of a unarypredicate q corresponding to each propositional constant q in �, as well as a binarypredicate R. Every Kripke structure M can be viewed as a relational structure M�over the vocabulary ��. More formally, we provide a mapping from a Kripke structureM = (S; �;R) to a relational structure M� over the vocabulary ��. The domain of M�is S. For each propositional constant q 2 �, the interpretation of q in M� is the set�(q), and the interpretation of the binary predicate R in M� is the binary relation R.7



Essentially, a Kripke structure can be viewed as a relational structure over a vocabularyconsisting of one binary predicate and several unary predicates.We now de�ne a translation from modal formulas into �rst-order formulas over thevocabulary ��, so that for every modal formula � there is a corresponding �rst-orderformula �� with one free variable x (ranging over S):� q� = q(x) for a propositional constant q� (:�)� = :(��)� (� ^  )� = (�� ^  �)� (2�)� = (8y(R(x; y) ! ��(x=y))), where y is a new variable not appearing in ��and ��(x=y) is the result of replacing all free occurrences of x in �� by y.The translation of formulas with 3 follows from the above clauses. For example, (23q)�is 8y(R(x; y)! 9z(R(y; z) ^ q(z))):Note that formulas with deep nesting of modalities are translated into �rst-order formulaswith deep quantifer alternation.Theorem 3.1: [Ben74, Ben85](a) (M;s) j= � i� (M�; V ) j= ��(x), for each assignment V such that V (x) = s.(b) � is a valid modal formula i� �� is a valid �rst-order formula.Intuitively, the theorem says that �� is true of exactly the domain elements correspondingto states s for which (M;s) j= �, and, consequently, � is valid i� �� is valid.Theorem 3.1 presents us with a seeming paradox. If modal logic is essentially a �rst-order logic, why is it so well-behaved computationally? Consider for example Proposi-tion 2.1, which says that checking the truth of a modal formula in a Kripke structurecan be done in time that is linear in the size of the formula and the size of the structure.In contrast, determining whether a �rst-order formula holds in a relational structure isPSPACE-complete [CM77]. Furthermore, while, according to Theorem 2.5, the validityproblem for modal logic is PSPACE-complete, the validity problem for �rst-order logicis well known to be robustly undecidable [Lew79], and decidability is typically obtainedonly by bounding the alternation of quanti�ers [DG79]. Since, as we have observed,modal logic is a �rst-order fragment with unbounded quanti�er alternation, why is itthen so robustly decidable?To answer this question, we have to take a close look at propositional modal logic asa fragment of �rst-order logic. A careful examination reveals that propositional modallogic can in fact be viewed as a fragment of 2-variable �rst-order logic [Gab71, Ben91].8



This fragment, denoted FO2, is obtained by restricting the formulas to refer to onlytwo individual variables, say, x and y. Thus, 8x8y(R(x; y)! R(y; x)) is in FO2, while8x8y8z(R(x; y)^R(y; z)! R(x; z)) is not in FO2,To see that two variables su�ce to express modal logic formulas, consider the abovetranslation from modal logic to �rst-order logic. New variables are introduced there onlyin the fourth clause:� (2�)� = (8y(R(x; y) ! ��(x=y))), where y is a new variable not appearing in ��and ��(x=y) is the result of replacing all free occurrences of x in �� by y.Thus, each modal connective results in the introduction of a new individual variable. Forexample 22q� is 8y(R(x; y)! 8z(R(y; z)! q(z)));which is not in FO2. It turns out that by re-using variables we can avoid introducingnew variables. All we have to do is replace the de�nition of �� by the de�nition of �+:� q+ = q(x) for a propositional constant q� (:�)+ = :(�+)� (� ^  )+ = (�+ ^  +)� (2�)+ = (8y(R(x; y)! 8x(x = y ! �+))).Thus, (22q)+ is8y(R(x; y)! 8x(x = y ! 8y(R(x; y)! 8x(x= y ! q(x))):Theorem 3.2: [Gab71](a) (M;s) j= � i� (M�; V ) j= �+(x), for each assignment V such that V (x) = s.(b) � is a valid modal formula i� �+ is a valid FO2-formula.How does the fact that modal logic can be viewed as a fragment of FO2 explain itscomputational properties? Consider �rst the complexity of evaluating truth of formulas.By Proposition 2.1, truth modal formulas can be evaluated in time that is linear in thesize of the structure and in the size of the formula. How hard it is to evaluate truth ofFO2 formulas?Proposition 3.3: [Imm82, Var95] There is an algorithm that, given a relational structureM over a domain D, an FO2-formula �(x; y), and an assignment V : fx; yg ! D,determines whether (M;V ) j= � in time O(jjM jj2 � j�j).9



Thus, truth of FO2-formulas can be evaluated e�ciently (in contrast to the truthgeneral �rst-order formulas, whose evaluation, as we said, is PSPACE-complete), thoughnot as e�ciently as the truth of modal formulas. It is an intriguing question whetherthere is an interesting fragment of FO2 whose model-checking problem can be solved inlinear time.Does the embedding in FO2 explains the decidability of modal logic? The �rst de-cidability result for FO2 was obtained by Scott [Sco62], who showed that the decisionproblem for FO2 can be reduced to that of the G�odel class, i.e., the class of �rst-ordersentences with quanti�er pre�x of the form 9�889�. Since, the G�odel class without equal-ity is decidable [G�od32, Kal33, Sch34], Scott's reduction yields the decidability of FO2without equality. This proof does not extend to FO2 with equality, since the G�odel classwith equality is undecidable [Gol84]. The full class FO2 with equality was consideredby Mortimer [Mor75]. He proved that this class is decidable by showing that it has the�nite-model property: if an FO2-formula (with equality) is satis�able, then it is satis�-able by a �nite model. Thus, validity and �nite validity coincide for FO2. An analysis ofMortimer's proof shows that he actually established a bounded-model property propertyfor FO2: if an FO2-formula with equality is satis�able, then it is satis�able by a modelwhose size is at most doubly exponential in the length of �. More recently, this resultwas improved:Theorem 3.4: [GKV96] If an FO2-formula � is satis�able, then � is satis�able in arelational structure with at most 2j�j elements.Thus, to check whether an FO2-formula � is valid one has to check only all structuresof exponential size. By Theorem 3.2, Theorem 3.4 implies Theorem 2.4, since the trans-lation from modal logic to FO2 is linear. Note, however, the validity problem for FO2is hard for co-NEXPTIME [F�ur81], and consequently, by Theorem 3.4, co-NEXPTIMEcomplete, while the validity problem for modal logic is PSPACE-complete (Theorem 2.5).Thus, the validity problem for modal logic is probably easier than the validity problemfor FO2.The embedding of modal logic in FO2 does seem to o�er an explanation to thecomputational tractability of modal logic. It turns out, however, that this explanationis of limited scope. To see why, let us recall that the versatility of modal logics stemsfrom its adaptability to many speci�c applications. Consider, for example, necessity asknowledge (as in epistemic logic [Hin62, FHMV95]). In that case, we may want 2 tohave properties beyond the minimal set of properties given by the axiom system K. Forexample, an important property of knowledge is veracity, i.e., what is known should betrue. Formally, we want the property 2�! � to hold for necessity as knowledge.An important observation made around 1960 by modal logicians (cf. [Hin57, Hin61,Kan57, Kri63]) was that the logical properties of necessity are intimately related to thegraph-theoretical properties of the possibility relations in Kripke structures. For example,veracity is related to reexivity of the possibility relations. Let us make this claim precise.10



LetM be a class of Kripke structures. We say that a modal formula � is valid inMif it is valid in all Kripke structures inM. An axiom system AX is said to be sound forM if every provable formula is valid in M, and it is said to be complete for M if everyformula that is valid in M is provable.A Kripke structure M = (S; �;R) is said to be reexive if the possibility relation Ris reexive. Let Mr be the class of all reexive Kripke structures. Let T be the axiomsystem obtained from K by adding the axiom of veracity: 2p! p.Theorem 3.5: [Che80] T is sound and complete for Mr.Thus T characterizes all the properties of necessity in reexive Kripke structures. Let usnow examine this characterization from the complexity-theoretic perspective. How hardit is to determine validity of modal formulas under the assumption of veracity?Theorem 3.6: [Lad77] The validity problem for modal logic inMr is PSPACE-complete.Does the embedding in FO2 explain the decidability of validity in reexive structures?Indeed it does, since reexivity can easily be expressed by an FO2-sentence.Proposition 3.7: A modal formula � is valid in Mr i� the FO2-formula 8x(R(x; x))!�+ is valid.So far, so good; FO2 still seems to explain the decidability of modal logic. Unfor-tunately, this explanation breaks down when we consider other properties of necessity.Consider for example the properties of introspection, i.e., knowledge about knowledge.� Positive introspection { \I know what I know": 2p ! 22p.� Negative introspection { \I know what I don't know": :2p ! 2:2p.A Kripke structure M = (S; �;R) is said to be reexive-symmetric-transitive if thepossibility relation is reexive, symmetric and transitive. Let Mrst be the class of allreexive-symmetric-transitive Kripke structures. Let S5 be the axiom system obtainedfrom T by adding the two axiom of introspection: 2p ! 22p and :2p! 2:2p.Theorem 3.8:1. [Che80] S5 is sound and complete for Mrst.2. [Lad77] The validity problem for modal logic in Mrst is NP-complete.11



Note that while symmetry can be expressed by the FO2-sentence 8x8y(R(x; y) !R(y; x)), transitivity requires the sentence 8x8y8z(R(x; y)^ R(y; z) ! R(x; z)), whichis not in FO2. Thus, validity of modal formulas in Mrst cannot be reduced to validityof FO2-formulas.In general, the decidability of modal logic is very, very robust (cf. [HM92, Var89]).As a rule of thumb, the validity problem for a modal logic is typically decidable; onehas to make an e�ort to �nd a modal logic with an undecidable validity problem (cf.[HV89, LR86]. The translation of modal logic to FO2 provides a very partial explanationfor this robustness (see also [ABN95] for another partial explanation in terms of boundedquanti�cation, but so far no general explanation for this robust decidability is known.We deepen the puzzle in the next section.4 Computation Tree LogicA Kripke structure M = (S; �;R) can be viewed as an operational model for a program:S is the sets of states that the program can be in, where a state is a snapshot of therelevant part of the program run-time environment, i.e., the memory, the registers, theprogram stack, and the like, � described which events are observable in each state, and Rdescribes transitions that can occur by executing one step of the program. Such a modelis called a transition system [Kel76]; it abstracts away the syntax of the program andfocuses instead on its operational behavior. As such it is appropriate for modeling bothsoftware and hardware. Note that transition systems are nondeterministic; a node s canhave more than one outgoing R-edge. This is a powerful abstraction mechanism thatlet us model the uncertainty about the environment in which the program is running.For example, nondeterminism can arise from the many possible interleaving betweenconcurrent processes. For technical convenience, we assume that the program neverdeadlocks by requiring that R be total, i.e., that every state has an outgoing R-edge.This assumption does not restrict the modeling power of the formalism, since we canview a terminated execution as repeating forever its last state by adding a self-loopto that state. In numerous applications, notably integrated circuits and protocols forcommunication, coordination, and synchronization, the system consists of only �nitelymany states [Liu89, Rud87], giving rise to �nite-state systems.Temporal logics, which are modal logics geared towards the description of the temporalordering of events, have been adopted as a powerful tool for specifying and verifyingconcurrent programs [Pnu77, MP92]. We distinguish between two types of temporallogics: linear and branching [Lam80]. In linear temporal logics, each moment in time hasa unique possible future, while in branching temporal logics, each moment in time maysplit into several possible futures. Our focus here is on a particular branching temporallogic, called computation tree logic, or CTL for short [CE81].CTL provides branching temporal connectives that are composed of a path quanti�erimmediately followed by a single linear temporal connective [Eme90]. The path quanti-12



�ers are A (\for all paths") and E (\for some path"). The linear-time connectives areX (\next time") and U (\until"). For example, the formula E(pUq) says that there is acomputation along which p holds until q holds. Formally, given a set � of propositionalconstants, a CTL-formula is one of the following:� p, for all p 2 �,� : or  ^  0, where  and  0 are CTL-formulas.� EX , AX , E( U 0), A( U 0), where  and  0 are CTL-formulas.To de�ne satisfaction of CTL-formulas in a Kripke structuresM = (S; �;R), we needthe notion of a path in a M . A path in M is an in�nite sequence s0; s1; : : : of states suchthat for every i � 0, we have that (si; si+1) 2 R.A state s in a Kripke structure M = (S; �;R) satis�es a CTL-formula �, denoted(M;s) j= �, under the following conditions:� (M;s) j= p (for p 2 �) if s 2 �(p).� (M;s) j=  ^  0 i� (M;s) j=  and (M;s) j=  0.� (M;s) j= : if (M;s) 6j=  .� (M;s) j= EX if (M; t) j=  for some t such that (s; t) 2 R.� (M;s) j= AX if (M; t) j=  for all t such that (s; t) 2 R.� (M;s) j= E( U 0) if there exists a path s0; s1; : : :, with s0 = s, and some i � 0,such that (M;si) j=  0, and for all j, where 0 � j < i, we have (M;sj) j=  .� (M;s) j= A( U 0) if for all paths s0; s1; : : :, with s0 = s, there exists some i � 0,such that (M;si) j=  0, and for all j, where 0 � j < i, we have (M;sj) j=  .Note that EX and AX correspond to the 3 and 2 of modal logic, while EU and AUhave no such counterparts.CTL enables us to make powerful assertions about the behavior of the program.For example, E(trueU�) says that along some computation � eventually holds. This isabbreviated by EF�. It may seem that all the temporal connectives talk about �nitecomputations (since X has to be satis�ed in one program step and U has to be satis�edin �nitely many program steps), but we can combine temporal and Boolean connec-tives to form assertions about in�nite computations. For example, consider the formulaA(trueU:�). This formula holds in a state s if along every path starting at s eventually:� holds, which is abbreviated as AF:�. Thus, :AF:� says that there is an in�nitepath along which � always hold, which is abbreviated by EG�. For example, if csi saysthat process i is in the critical section, then the formula EG:(cs1 ^ cs2) says that there13



is a computation along which we cannot have both process 1 and process 2 in the criticalsection.We now consider two algorithmic aspects of CTL. First, there is the model-checkingproblem, i.e., deciding whether a given CTL-formula holds in a given state in a given�nite Kripke structure . Second, there is the validity problem, i.e., deciding if a givenCTL-formula holds in all states in all transition systems.We start with model checking.Proposition 4.1: [CES86] (cf. [CE81, QS82]) There is an algorithm that, given a�nite Kripke structure M , a state s of M , and a CTL-formula �, determines, in timeO(jjM jj � j�j), whether (M;s) j= �.Proposition 4.1 is an extension of Proposition 2.1 (since the temporal connective AXcorrespond to the modality 2). The proof is based on the fact that one can check thesatisfaction of AU and EU formulas using graph-based algorithms that run in linear time.As simple as it seems, Proposition 4.1 has an enormous implication for the veri�cationof �nite-state programs, having given rise, together with the results in [LP85], to thepossibility of algorithmic veri�cation of �nite-state systems, cf. [CGL93].We now consider the validity problem. It turns out that Theorem 2.4 applies also toCTL.Theorem 4.2: [FL79a] If a CTL-formula � is satis�able, then � is satis�able in a Kripkestructure with at most 2j�j states.Theorem 4.1 implies the decidability of the validity problem for CTL. Precise lowerand upper complexity bounds were established in, respectively, [FL79a] and [EH85].Theorem 4.3: [FL79a, EH85] The validity problem for CTL is EXPTIME-complete.Is there a \�rst-order" explanation for the decidability of CTL? As in Section 3, Kripkestructures are essentially relational structures over a vocabulary consisting of many unarypredicates and one binary predicate. CTL-formulas, however, cannot be viewed as �rst-order formulas. For example, the CTL-formula EFp holds at a state s if there is a pathfrom s leading to a state in which p holds. It follows easy from known limitations ofthe expressive power of �rst-order logic (cf. [Fag75]) that this is not expressible in �rst-order logic. CTL, however, can be viewed as a fragment of �xpoint logic, in fact as afragment of the 2-variable fragment FP 2 of �xpoint logic. (CTL can also be translatedinto 2-variable transitive-closure logic, see [IV96].)We establish this correspondence in two steps. We �rst de�ne a modal �xpoint logic,which is an extension of modal logic with a �xpoint construct. This extension was calledin [Koz83] the propositional �-calculus. It is known that CTL can be viewed as a fragment14



of this logic (see [EC80])). We then observe that modal �xpoint logic can be viewed asa fragment of FP 2.The syntax of modal �xpoint logic is de�ned as follows. In addition to the set �of propositional constants, we have a set 	 of propositional variables, typically labeledX;X 0; Y; Y 0; : : :. The set of modal �xpoint formulas is de�ned as follows:� p, for all p 2 �,� X, for all X 2 	,� : or  ^  0, where  and  0 are formulas.� 2 , where  is a formula.� �X: , where  is a formula in whichX occurs positively (i.e., under an even numberof negations).All occurrence of a propositional variable X within the scope of �X are bound; theother occurrences are free. A formula in which all propositional variables are boundis called a closed formula. We denote by �(X1; : : : ;Xk) a formula all of whose freepropositional variables are among X1; : : : ;Xk.Formulas of the modal �xpoint calculus are interpreted with respect to triples (M;s; V ),whereM = (S; �;R) is a Kripke structure, s is a state ofM , and V : 	! 2S is a variableinterpretation that associates with each propositional variable in 	 a set of states in S(i.e., V is analogous to �). If V is such an interpretation, X is a propositional variable in	, and S0 is a subset of S, then V [X 7! S0] is a variable interpretation that agrees withV on all propositional constants except for X and V (X) = S 0.� (M;s; V ) j= p (for p 2 �) if s 2 �(p).� (M;s; V ) j= X (for X 2 	) if s 2 V (X).� (M;s; V ) j=  ^  0 i� (M;s; V ) j=  and (M;s; V ) j=  0.� (M;s; V ) j= : if (M;s; V ) 6j=  .� (M;s; V ) j= 2 if (M; t; V ) j=  for all t such that (s; t) 2 R.� (M;s; V ) j= �X: if s 2 TfT � S jT = ft j (M; t; V [X 7! T ]) j=  ggIntuitively, (M;s; V ) j= �X: if s is in the least �xpoint of  , where the latter is viewedas an operator. For a detailed explanation of this perspective, see [Eme96].It is easy to see that when considering the satisfaction of a formula �(X1; : : : ;Xk),it su�ces to consider variable interpretations that are de�ned on the free propositional15



variables X1; : : : ;Xk. Thus, if � is a closed formula, then we can talk about � holding ina state s of a Kripke structure s, denoted as usual by (M;s) j= �.As mentioned earlier, CTL is subsumed by the modal �xpoint logic. Clearly, AXpand EXp are simply notational variants for 2p and 3p, respectively. More signi�cantly,A(pUq) can be written as �X:q_(p^2X), and E(pUq) can be written as �X:q_(p^3X).For a detailed exposition see [Eme96].It remains to show that modal �xpoint logic can be viewed as a fragment of FP 2.Recall that FP is obtained by augmenting �rst-order logic with the least-�xpoint operator[CH82]. Let �(x; S) be a formula with free individual variables among x = (x1; : : : ; xm)and in which an m-ary relation symbol S occurs positively (i.e., in the scope of an evennumber of negations). Over a �xed relational structure, the formula � can be viewed asan operator from m-ary relations to m-ary relations:�(P ) = ft j�(t; P ) holdsg:Because S occurs positively in �, the operator � is monotone, i.e, if P � Q, then�(P ) � �(Q). Since the (possibly trans�nite) sequence; � �(;) � �(�(;)) � � �is increasing, it has a limit, denoted �1, which is the least �xpoint of � The formula�S(x):�(x; S)(z) (whose free variables are those in z) refers to this least �xpoint. For-mally we have that �S:�(x; S)(t) holds in a given relational structure if t 2 �1.FP 2 is the fragment of FP obtained by restricting the formulas to refer to only twoindividual variables, say, x and y. For example, the FP 2-formula �Q:p(x)_9y(R(x; y)^Q(y)) describes the set of all nodes in a graph from which one can reach a node where pholds.We already saw that modal logic can be translated into FO2. To translate modal�xpoint logic to FP 2, we just have to add one more clause:� (�P:�)+ = �P:'+.Note that we can combine the two translations (from CTL to modal �xpoint logic andfrom the latter to FP 2) to get a translation from CTL to FP 2. For example, the CTL-formula E(pUq) can be written as �Q:q(x)_ (p(x) ^ 9y(R(x; y) ^ 9x(x = y ^Q(x))).Theorem 4.4:(a) (M;s) j= � i� (M�; V ) j= �+(x), for each assignment V such that V (x) = s.(b) � is a valid modal formula i� �+ is a valid FP 2-formula.16



Does the fact that CTL can be viewed as a fragment of FP 2 explains its computa-tional properties? Consider �rst the complexity of evaluating the truth of formulas. ByProposition 4.1, the truth of modal formulas can be evaluated in time that is linear inthe size of the structure and in the size of the formula. How hard it is to evaluate thetruth of FP 2 formulas?Proposition 4.5: [Var95] The problem of evaluating whether an FP 2-formula �(x; y)holds in a given relational structure M over a domain D, with respect to an assignmentV : fx; yg ! D is in NP\co-NP.It is an open problem whether the bound of Proposition 4.5, which is also thebest known complexity bound for the model-checking problem for modal �xpoint logic[BVW94, EJS93], can be improved. Even without such an improvement, we can explainthe linear bound of Proposition 4.1. A careful analysis (see [EL86]) of the translationof CTL into modal �xpoint logic, shows that we actually need only a small fragment ofmodal �xpoint logic in which the alternation between �xpoints and negations is limited,which is why this fragment is called alternation-free (L�1 in [Eme96]). The model-checking problem for alternation-free modal �xpoint logic can be solved in linear time[BVW94, Cle93]. It can be shown that the quadratic upper bound of Proposition 3.3, canbe extended to alternation-free FP 2. Thus, viewing CTL as a fragment of FP 2 does ex-plain the tractability of model checking. (For a detailed discussion of the model-checkingproblem for modal �xpoint logic, see [Eme96].)It is not clear, however, that viewing CTL as a fragment of FP 2 explains the decid-ability of the validity problem. The validity problem for modal �xpoint logic is decidable;in fact, like for CTL, it is EXPTIME-complete [EJ88]. One might have expected the va-lidity problem for FP 2 also to be decidable. Unfortunately, it was shown recently in[GOR96] that the validity problem for FP 2 is highly undecidable (�11-complete), evenunder various syntactical restrictions. It turns out that logics such as CTL and modal�xpoint logic enjoy an important property, called the tree-model property, which does notextend to FP 2.5 The Tree-Model PropertyConsider two Kripke structures M1(S1; �1;R1) and M2(S2; �2;R2). Assume u 2 S1 andv 2 S2. A binary relation �� S1 � S2 is a bisimilarity relation ([Mil89, Par81]) if thefollowing hold for each pair u; v of nodes such that (u; v) 2�:� fp 2 � ju 2 �1(p)g = fp 2 � j v 2 �2(p)g� If (u; u0) 2 R1, then there is some v0 2 S2 such that (v; v0) 2 R2 and u0 � v0.� If (v; v0) 2 R2, then there is some u0 2 S1 such that (u; u0) 2 R2 and u0 � v0.17



Two nodes u; v are bisimilar, denoted u � v, if they are related by some bisimilarityrelation. Intuitively, two nodes are bisimilar if they \look alike" locally. It turns out thatmodal �xpoint logic (and consequently also CTL) cannot distinguish between bisimilarstates.Proposition 5.1: [HM85] Let M1(S1; �1;R1) and M2(S2; �2;R2) be Kripke structures,and assume u 2 S1 and v 2 S2. If u � v, then (M1; u) j= � i� (M2; v) j= �, for eachmodal �xpoint formula �.An immediate conclusion from Proposition 5.1 is that satisfaction of modal �xpointformulas is invariant under \unwinding" of Kripke structures. For example, the Kripkestructure M 0 of Figure 2 was obtained from the Kripke structure M of Figure 1 by\unwinding" the node v. It follows that the nodes u in M and the node u in M 0 arebisimilar. Consequently, they both satisfy the formula 22:q.
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v1 w1Figure 2: The Kripke structure M 0In particular, Kripke structures can be unwound into trees. A tree is a set T � N �(here N is the set of natural numbers) such that (a) if x 2 T , then x � c 2 T for somec 2 N , and (b) if x � c 2 T , where x 2 N � and c 2 N , then also x 2 T , and, for all0 � c0 < c, also x � c0 2 T . The elements of T are called nodes, and the empty word " isthe root of T . For every x 2 T , the nodes x � c 2 T are the successors of x. The numberof successors of x is called the degree of x and is denoted by d(x). A branch of the tree isa sequence x0; x1; : : : such that xi is a successor of xi�1 for all i > 0. If all nodes x of Thave the same degree n > 0, then the tree is called an n-ary tree. Note that in this caseT = f0; : : : ; n� 1g�, denoted Tn.A Kripke structure M = (T; �;R), where T is a tree and R is the successor relationon T , is called a tree structure. It is easy to see that every Kripke structure can be18



\unwound" to a tree structure (our assumption that the possibility relation is total isimportant here). Note that the tree structure could be in�nite, even when M is �nite.Proposition 5.2: Let M = (S; �;R) be a Kripke structure and assume u 2 S. Thenthere is a tree structure M 0 = (T; �0;R0) such that u � ".It follows from Proposition 5.2 that if a CTL-formula is satis�able, then it is satis�ablein the root of a tree structure. This is called the tree-model property. It should be notedthat the tree-model property is incomparable to the �nite-model property; there aremodal logics whether the former holds, but the latter fails [VW86], while FO2 has the�nite-model property, but not the tree-model property (consider, for example, the FO2-sentence 8x8yR(x; y)).It turns out that one could prove an even stronger version of the tree-model propertyfor CTL.Proposition 5.3: [Eme90] Let � be a CTL-formula. If CTL is satis�able, then it issatis�able at the root of a n-ary tree structure, where n � j�j.(A similar result can be proven for modal �xpoint logic [SE84], but there is a subtletyregarding the degree that we'd rather not get into here.)The tree-model property is so important because it provides us with a powerful toolto prove decidability results using Rabin's result about the logic SnS [Rab69]. SnS is amonadic second-order logic about n-ary tree structures. In SnS we view tree structures asrelational structures, that is, the nodes of the tree are the elements of the domain and thepropositional constants are viewed as unary predicates. We also view the propositionalvariables as unary predicates. Instead of having, however, one binary predicate, wehave n binary predicates R0; : : : ; Rn�1, where the interpretation of Ri is the relationf(x; x � i) jx 2 Tn; 0 � i < ng. Thus, the atomic formulas are either of the form x = y, ofform P (x), where P is a unary predicate, or of the form Ri(x; y). In addition to Booleanconnectives and �rst-order quanti�ers, we allow also monadic second-order quanti�erssuch as 9P , where P is variable predicate. Intuitively, 9P (�(P )) says that there existsa set S0 of nodes such that the interpretation V (P ) = S0 satis�es the formula �. AnSnS-formula is closed if all its individual variables and all its variable predicates arequanti�ed.Proposition 5.4: [Rab69] The validity problem for closed SnS-formulas is decidable.We now give a few examples of SnS-formulas. The formula Wni=1Ri(x; y), abbreviatedsucc(x; y), says that y is a successor of x. The formula 8x9y(P (x)! succ(x; y)^ P (y)),abbreviated down(P ), says that P is in some sense downward closed, every node thatsatis�es P has a successor that satis�es P . The formula 8x8y8z(P (x) ^ succ(x; y) ^succ(x; z) ^ P (y) ^ P (z) ! y = z), abbreviated unique(P ), says that a node in P has19



at most one successor in P . The formula down(P ) ^ unique(P ), abbreviated path(P ),says that P corresponds to a path in the tree, i.e., the interpretation of P is a sets0; s1; : : :, where si is the successor of si�1 for all i > 0. The formula 8x(P (x) !q(x)), abbreviated sat(P; q), says that all elements in P satisfy q. Thus, the formula9P (P (x) ^ path(P ) ^ sat(P; q)) says that there is a path where q holds along the path.This corresponds to the CTL-formula EGq.More generally, every CTL-formula can be expressed as an SnS formula. To expressthe CTL-formula A(pUq) we proceed as follows. Let top(Q;x) be the formula Q(x) ^8y(succ(y; x)! :Q(y)). We can now express the CTL-formula A(pUq) by the followingSnS formula: 9P9Q(P (x) ^ path(P ) ^ path(Q) ^ sat(Q;P )^9xQ(x) ^ 8x(P (x) ^ :Q(x)! p(x))^8x(top(Q;x)! q(x))):Since CTL can be expressed in SnS and the validity problem for SnS is decidable,it follows, by Proposition 5.3, that the validity problem for CTL is decidable. It canbe similarly shown that modal �xpoint formulas can be expressed in SnS, yielding thedecidability of the validity problem for modal �xpoint logic [KP84]. Thus, SnS providesus with a general framework for proving decidability results for modal logics [Gab73,Gab75].Unfortunately, the reduction to SnS is not too useful, since the validity problem forSnS is nonelementary (that is, there is a lower bound on the time complexity of the form2:::2n ;where the height of the stack is n) [Mey75].A strategy to get around this di�culty was conceived by Streett [Str82]. Streett ob-served that the crux of Rabin's decidability proof for SnS is its reduction to an automata-theoretic problem. Rabin observed that a tree structure can be viewed as a labeled tree.A �-labeled tree, for an alphabet � is a pair (T; �), where T is a tree and � : T ! �associates with every node of T a label in �. A tree structure (T; �;R) can be viewed asa 2�-labeled tree (T; ��), where ��(x) = fp jx 2 �(p)g, i.e., the label of a node is the setof propositional constants that hold in that node. Rabin showed that with each closedSnS-formula � one can e�ectively associate a tree automaton A� such that � holds inan n-ary tree structure (Tn; �;R) precisely when A� accepts the 2�-labeled n-ary tree(Tn; ��).An n-ary tree automaton A is a tuple (�; Q;Q0; �; F ), where � is a �nite alphabet,Q is a �nite set of states, Q0 � Q is a set of initial states, F is an acceptance condition(which will be discussed shortly), and � : Q � � ! 2Qn is a transition function. Theautomaton A takes as input a �-labeled n-ary tree (Tn; �). Note that �(u; a) is a set of20



n-tuples for each state u and symbol a. Intuitively, when the automaton is in state u andit is reading a node x in Tn, it nondeterministically chooses an n-tuple hu1; : : : ; uni in�(u; �(x)) and then makes n copies of itself and moves to the node x � i in the state ui fori = 1; : : : ; n. A run r : Tn ! Q of A on (Tn; �) is an Q-labeled n-ary tree such that theroot is labeled by an initial state and the transitions obey the transition function �; thatis, r(") 2 Q0, and for each node x we have hr(x �1); : : : ; r(x �n)i 2 �(r(x); �(x)). The runis accepting if r satis�es the acceptance condition F . The language of A, denoted L(A),is the set of trees accepted by A.Since, as mentioned above, � holds in an n-ary tree structure (Tn; �;R) precisely whenA� accepts the 2�-labeled n-ary tree (Tn; ��), it follows that � is valid i� L(A:�) = ;.Thus, the validity problem is reduced to the emptiness problem for tree automata, i.e.,the problem of determining whether the language accepted by a given tree automaton isempty. Streett's insight was to propose applying this strategy to a logic without goingthrough the intermediate step of reducing it to SnS �rst.This strategy was carried out for CTL in [VW86] (actually, it was carried out fora closely related logic called PDL [FL79b]), who used B�uchi tree automata. A B�uchitree automaton is a tree automaton A = (�; Q;Q0; �; F ), where the acceptance conditionF � Q is a set of accepting states. A run r : Tn ! Q of A on a �-labeled n-ary tree(Tn; �) is accepting if every branch of r visits F in�nitely often, that is, if for every branchx0; x1; : : : of Tn there are in�nitely many i's such that r(xi) 2 F .Theorem 5.5: With each CTL-formula � and n > 0 one can e�ectively associate aB�uchi tree automaton A� such that � holds in an n-ary tree structure (Tn; �;R) preciselywhen A� accepts the 2�-labeled n-ary tree (Tn; ��). Furthermore, the number of states ofA� is at most exponential in j�j.Theorem 5.5 reduces the validity problem for CTL to the emptiness problem forB�uchi tree automata. Rabin described a cubic-time algorithm for emptiness of B�uchitree automata [Rab70]. An improved algorithm with a quadratic running time wasdescribed in [VW86]. Combined with Theorem 5.5, this provides an alternative proof forthe exponential upper bound in Theorem 4.3. A similar approach, though technicallyquite more involved, can be used to show that the validity problem for modal �xpointlogic is also decidable in exponential time [EJ88]. It is an open question whether there isa fragment of FP 2 (de�ned, perhaps, in terms of bounded quanti�cation as in [ABN95])that is strictly more expressive than modal �xpoint logic but whose validity problem isstill decidable. If such a fragment is found, it is likely that the decision procedure for itwill be automata-based.6 In ConclusionWe described the robust tractability of two computational problems associated withmodal logic: the model-checking problem and the validity problem. We then asked why,21
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